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SPORTS
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Large One Topping Pizza
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Fri. 9 Sept. 16 (rah Folk)

2nd Anniversary Celebration

$9.95 +tax

Sat., Sept. 17 & Sun., Sept. 18

$1 Off Pitcher
Beer or Soda

Big Foot, Stompers
Wed., Sept. 21 (Dixieland)
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harder than ever; Review of Oliver Stone's
e of incest, bloodlust and the American dream,
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Whether you're an undergraduste

3 No payments while you are in schoo!

@ Loans for students of all incomes
tngno> exnat yen eset.
as low as $50
nana
If you're short on funds this semester, you're
not alone. During the 30 years we've been
in the student loan business, students have

often told us that they need extra money

during the course of the semester to pay for
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e Feels like 69 - ‘Jacks have best season start in 25 years

Page 29
upon totalling the Mustangs after 30-year joyride.
= Move over Thny. Meniaaneg — Sys Sanna

@ You don’t have to be a current Citibank

customer to qualify!

The faster you respond, the faster we can

the nation’s Number One student loan

today,
614. Call00,
ext.-82
1-900-692

lender, to provide you with the best financial
aid products and services with these
important benefits:

Page
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tuition, books, and other expenses. If this

sounds familiar, you can count on Citibank,

23

get you the funds you need. Or call us at

and.we'll get an application out to you the
next business day!
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errors.
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“If we're going to add, in effect, $1,000

to the cost of going to college, that is a
little more than it used to cost for a slide

Assemblyman Dan Haueer dlecusses student issues such as the computer

oaid.

requirement proposal Tuseday in Goodwin Forum.
was not the easiest thing in the world, and
then graduating with a debt was even
worse... That’s why a loan would be unacceptable in this case, it's like mortgaging

about higher education as an “investment

in all our futures, not just (a student's)

your future away,” he said.

All questions should be explored before
moving forward with the idea, he said.

and said he would return to
his home in Arcata when his term ends.

Hauser, an HSU alumnus, also talked
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since temporary employees al-

The bill are to end the reap-
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10% OFF

SATURDAY
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e Bulk herbs & teas

oe Pim

Multivitamins

e Bulk Shampoos & Lotions

eCandles

¢ Bulk Soaps & Tinctures

e Incense

e All Bulk Items

e Baskets

(Bring your own containers

e Bars o’Soap

and save even more)

Pius Giant Discounts on Books and Other Items!
&

NEW OWNERSHIP!
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FREE
TEA ALL DAY

- 1068 “I” Street
Arcata

822-5296
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the union’s goal is to get rid of
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may improve their well-being. —
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Miguel Sahagun, Jr. a sociology

and Spring
“The idea of the grantis to help
» environment
promote a
ef choices to
sadanase
a
with
of camchallenges
deal with the
pus life,” said Shari Lang, a peer
wellness coordinator.
Helene Barney, a peer wellness
is in charge of orgacoordinator,

is the Fund for the Improvement
of Post Secondary Education,

d .
Project
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nizing events that focus on stress
manag: ement such as Alcohol
Awareness
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Great

te student.

program

Students meet in the same
group of 11 students with the
to discuss
same group facilitator
week.
each
the lecture
According to Stamnes, many
are at other
of these
perateaagenpicgeeoncach il

nar,” which helps freshmen ad-

ara tatically higher chance of reand not
maining at the university
probaacademic
on
being put

directed towards freshmen, &
class entitled “University Semi-

j

ticipate in
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tion.

for the class worth two units.
three
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d into
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divide
The cour

main sections: academic survi-

vor skills, social/interpersonal

“I'm real excited about the pro-

gram,” Stamnes said. “My dream

is to make this available to all
freshmen.
Applications are available for
peer consultants for next year

and are due by Feb. 11. For more

information contact Shari Lang
at Psychological Services. .
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Breakfast Specials $1.”

Available Mon-Fri. 8-10 a.m. Limit one per coupon.
Not valid with any other offer or discount. Expires 10/5/94.

Cafe Allegro on the plaza 708 9th St.
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109 4th Street, Eureka

HSU Newman
Communi
A Catholic student organization
Mass &:30p.m.

Sunday at Lutheran Church
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All Week Long!
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s
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By David Chrteman

of Evergreen Technolopresident
in Eureka, introduced
Corp.
gies

to the information
which could lead the
North Coast out of economic
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struggle:
a cybermall.
are just one of the
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access to the Internet will make
living on the North Coast while
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.
other
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through Redwood

Country Un-

limited, business people can live
on the North Coast and sell their

However, his clientele is not
limited to established busi-

Unlimited charges $50 per
month with a $200 installation
fee. The same advertising space

the world without leaving their
desks. The only hardware required is a modem and a com-

arena.
Each month,

artist and his or her work will be
nation-

puter.

Without touching a keyboard,

a cybermall shopper can, in a
matter of seconds, look at full-

peddler with a laptop, his numbers speak otherwise.

color pictures of anything a

has to offer. Unlike a
cybermall
cais l
normal mall, a cybermal

Opening a “store” on RCU is
technology’

“We (want
trator for Evergreen.

to) make it useful as well as

profitable.”

Balanced or not, cybermalls
among
like RCU arouse suspicion
fear
who
users
ardent Internet
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455 Union Street, Arcata
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AMENITIES

© PRIVATE ENTRANCE UNITS
© FREE UTILITIES
© FREE CABLE
T.V.
© FREE AMPLE

PARKING

© BUS STOP TO HSU (10¢)
« Across from HealthkSPORT

© Frarntehed/Uvharedsted

2 Laumiry facilities
© Forsceel computor lal

oTypinghh

« Reormetion res

« Cuiet, stediaws aireospiere
© Clean
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e mantcth
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Braxtyl
* Casmma

Affordable Living With No Hidden Costs

(707) 822-1909
Fax (707) 826-9203
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turned out statewide for Coastal
Thousands of

Cleanup Day last Saturday. At

yeer-old
Beech, Jenny Barry, her five-year-old daughter (ary end thresso our family
Sara do thelr part for the environment. “We bie our beaches clean
and friends can come and sit on a clean spot,” Jenny Barry said.
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Cybermall: shop bycomputer

_Hunery Hour
All you can eat: '2, 5-7 p.m. weekdays.
A different, delicious choice each day!
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You still can't believe you paid for this. ¥ nt

DEL! SPECIAL:

Chicken
with

an16doz. soft drink

Well, at least with the Student Account

Package you won't have to pay for any of these.
(Even on road trips.)

Sign up for the Student Account Package,
and you'll be able to get cash, make
transfers or check your balance at over
10,000 ATMs throughout California
without paying a cent in ATM fees. Plus,
when you open your UBANK°® account
you'll get checking with no monthly
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STUDENT
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maintenance fee for one full year. Wait,
there’s more. You'll get a VISA’ card*
and ACT® overdraft protection with no
annual fee for the first year. Hey, any
bank can help with your education.
How many will help
_—_ with your road trip?

ACCOUNT

:

ayer gaa a

card. You need wo be '
® Technically, you can’t just walk into a bank and get a credit
Annual fee is $15 after
©1994
ACT® (Automatic Cash Transfer) is $15 after the first year.

8:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Saturdays

10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

843 Tenth St. Arcata 822-1787
| “Serving Area Travelers Since 1973.”

gs os aS. ge

J

. But you knew that. VISA® card «s issued by
first year. Annual Percentage Rate may vaty. The

Lender.
US. Bank of California. Member FDIC. Equal Opportunity
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Students, Staff, Faculty
REGISTER NOW TO VOTE
ON NOVEMBER 8TH
During several years of declining state funding and increasing fees, your
voice has not been heard in Sacramento. Secure your future with your votel
You can register to vote during the noon hour on the Quad (near University Ctr.)
|
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California State Employees
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The Associated Students (AS)
California State Students Association
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Northern Californ
The Humboldt County Private Industry
Council feels it would take $600,000 to
yset up and start two one-stop re-emplo
e
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Star,
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ment centers, said
PIC.
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Director of the Humboldt Coun
to Starr, Humboldt County
cenwill probably have a
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d ed
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™@ The money recewoul

Humboidt County Private Industry Council for
economic development and social services.
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increasing economic recovery for

counties.”
the
to Gov. Wilson's press ofding
Accor
fice, northern California's unemployment
figures in July ranged from Glen County's
high of 18.9 percent to a low of 9 percent
in Humboldt County. The
press release also stated that of the $9.6
million, $7.75 million will be used to
t, educacreate one stop re-em|
social
and
development
tion, economic

ter in Eureka and one

to enable the program to serve individuals in more rural areas.
The money is intended to fund both of
the centers in for one year.
This includes money for rent, utilities
and to gr Ay wages for additional
year tthe
the firs
staffing.
fundbyedall the agenwill be
cies involved.
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On Checking
And Visa

DEAL
For
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Fnvironment

July
© No monthly fees every e June,
and August while you'r in college

Fargo
© Unlimited access to over 1,800 Wells
campus.
on
ATMs, many right
Express™ sExi
ra® Savings account

© Free Well

® Unlunited checkwriting with no per-check chonges.
Extra
nt
VisaeFor
Get A Stud
Cash At College.

© First yeor membership fee FREE, when youaccolink
yoVisautoryour Wells Fargo checking unt for
Overdralt Protection

© instont cash of over 100,000 PLUS® ond

ATMs.
STAR
© Start building « credit history for the future.

Free T-Shirt
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300-336"3038 ext 188.
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and medical -

heroin problem, coun

officials agree some form of treatment is
needed.

- .

‘

Humboldt

~S

County Superior .

Court. County Planning Director Tom

More than two years ago Dou-

glas Patricks, executive director
Proof the Santa Rosa Treatment
a need for a
gram, f

methadone

program

in

Conlon announced his zoning

g
decision in January regardinthe

site chosen by BAART, saying the

ythere
a clinic
an
could open
comp

ja

any discretionary per-

Humboldt County.
a citizen's ap-

sive synthetic narcotic used to

detoxify heroin addicts, said in a

Rosa, - canis
iew
from Santa
phone interv
250 miles (from Humboldt
County) and sleeping in. their

cars” to get treatment.

The number of addicts going

through that much trouble to get
much
ofa on
clean was an indicati

of

permit to open a clinic at 2607
Harris Street, Suite C, in Eureka.
BAART sued the county in

larger problem, Patricks said.

Patricks discussed the problem
Board
Countydt
with the Humbol

tients to come in the clinic once
a week and take medicationon

of Supervisors and a task force

was created to look into the pos-

are
said. But state
come
must
ts
even stricter. Patien

in twice
a week.

The medical community is

mostly concerned with the va-

done treatment,
ty
of metha
lidi
Goldsby said.
ee oe eee
Ce,
moral issues

Reguiations
Patients must have drug-free
urine and begin to show signs of

The program

and
to treat 150 detox patients
300 maintenance patients, ac-

the
nts
cording to documefrom

Patricks

their
own the other

sibility of a methadone program
located in the county. In January
1993, the board ‘voted unanimously to support a methadone
program.

such as being able
responsibility,
to take care of their children or
hold down a job, before they can
go on a self-administered pro-

gram.

paallowns
Federal regulatio

e

ae

think it is legalized

Patricks said. “But the option is

ods of getting addicts off heroin
involved in the treatment pro-

gram
she ,
said.
done is not a sometha
While
lution to the county's growing
itis a cost-effective
way

to help people, said 3rd District
or
son.
Fulker
Julieis
Superv
released
study
a
of
The results

there are not a lot of options.
“Tm not saying we should have

t
of Alcoby the state Departmen

legalized

typesg.of
four in
After examin
drug treatment programs in the

addiction,

but we

shouldn’t continue to debate it

ings that
instead of advancoption
would work,” he said.
Penny Figas, administrator of

hol and Drug Programs in July
Pulkerson's opinion.

See Clinic, page 17
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Drug comb
® Methadone stabilizes

one opiate for another. Methadone does
not get the addict high because he is
already used to significantly higher doses

by a non-addict, methaWhen taken

done causes severe vomiting and constifeel
the non-addict

e

s
long enough
“It also stabilizes addict
treatto allow them to take part in other
ing. It helps
ms
counsel
ra
like
ment prog
le which
lifesty
that
from
away
get them

y said. “I
eremared toheroin, methadoneisless often includes crime,” Goldsbreduce
s the

expensive

and its ef-

fects last’ “Withdrawal from opiates mrt
Because t life-threatening, but it is very
erally painful, which Is why there Isa
high relapse rate.*

risk of AIDS

Soctes
© oan
wayste
nant heroin

0

E
Rue LAREEN / GRAPHICS
EDPOR

SOURCE: Drug Enforcement Task Force

Methadone
© Continued from page 15

Heroin withdrawal sickness be-

sweating.
“Withdrawal from opiates isn’t
life-threatening, but it is very
painful, which is why there is a
high relapse rate,” Gokdsby said.
“Whatever the drug did to you,
withdrawal will do the opposite.
If you were constipated on the

a peak of intensity by the second

during withdrawal.”
Although methadone combats

and anintense pleasure described

as “orgasmic.” The high is followed by a feeling of euphoria
and relaxation as well as sleepiness and a reduction in activity,
known as “nodding.”

Sunday - Thursday from 8 AM - 9 PM
Saturday 8 AM - 10 PM
Fri&day

TOP OF THE HILL

13 and G Streets @ Arcata

Chambers and Leon Brill’s book,
cesIs“Methadone: Experienand
sues.” .

Side effects subside after the
first couple of months, depending on the severity of the person's
addiction and the dosage. Constipation, muscle aches and

sexual problems are the most per-

drugs,

or third day of abstinence, according to the DAIMP report.

withdrawal sickness, long-term

Methadone was first used in
Germany during World War Il as

use has psychological and physical side effects on the body. These

lave ’60s that it was used as a

sickness include restlessness, intense craving for heroin, yawn-

effects include dermatitis, impo-

tence, difficulty in achieving orgasm, numbness, blurring of vision and increased frequency of

“Heroin Addiction: Theory, Research and Treatment.”

ing, running nose, nausea, tin-

gling and stiffness of fingers, di-

RONAN
#1

For casual
dining

Al

and take-out

PLAZA

« Parties Welcome

TRURANT
RES
ae
Pe

ds oe
Additional Parking
at 7th St. Entrance

~
Hot
off the presses
every Wednesday

you will have diarrhea

urination, according to Cari D.

gins about eight to 12hours after
the last injected dose and reaches

The symptoms of withdrawal

SUPERMARKET
OF CHOICE!

arrhea, fever, muscle aches and

Call for take-outs
and reservation

822-6105

* Non & Smoking Areas
e Major credit cards

Accepted

e Open I1-a.m. till.10 p.m.

; atta Coe At Noon

sistent.

an anesthetic. It wasn’t until the

treatment for opiate addiction,
according to Jerome Platts book,

Scuetits
average a

Dees demogrish,
ics similar to ee
opening o
Following

$7 return

in

the town's methadone clinic

1989, heroin-related
arrests

* fell from 79 in 1988 to 14 in

1993, Askew wrote. ~~ Methadone, which is administered orally, alsoreduces

poy

Teo

™ Most of the heroin in Humboldt County
o is called “tar
comes from:Mexicand
heroin” or “Mexican brown.” ©
drug has increased.

pe hehe |

The amount of heroin coming
through Mexican borders into
_ the United States is increasing
Heroin availability is
to Ron Grimes, a
in Humboldt
County and Cali- ‘also, according
the U.S.
with.
group
fornia, according to drug enSan
a
forcement and U.S. Customs
Francisco..
Services officials.

“Heroin
has been.on the |

swing here,” said Dick T:

chief investigator
with the Drug
Enforcement
Task Force in Eureka.
because
in rural areas like this one there is

to worry
less law enforcement
about.”

In 1991 the task force seized

$57,000 worth of heroin in

Humboldt County, $79,000 in
1992 and $70,700 in 1993, acto task force officials.In
77 heroin-rewere
1991
lated arrests, 48 in 1992 and 28
in 1993.
of heroin is bet“Availability
ter now than it was five years
ago,” Trimble said, because the
quality and availablity of the

- ee
etnigd Same.

IO nents

ee

Grimes

| eens

the increase

Soeonse

Most

a
%

of

the

heroin

in

and is knownas

or “Mexican brown.”
ae
This type of heroin is grown and
cultivated in Mexico and has a

tar and molasses-like consistency.
The other type of heroin is
knownas “china white” and

is

grown and cultivated
in the area
known as the Golden Triangle,
made up of Thailand,
Laos and

paying citizens
was highest for

discharged methadone

tients, Mecca added.

pa-

Heroin
users spend between

glers),” Grimes said. “Marijuana
is easier to detect with the drug

dogs; heroin they're not as good
at.”
The financial incentives for

nae

people

” Grimes

Se
said. tee cl oticd oraee
and side effects (associated
with
:
stimulants, ).
rule, heroin addicts are
“Aa s

less violent and less aggressive.

t
standFrom a law enforcemen

Sates, Seen

ey:

Although

heroin smuggling is
on an upsurge, it has not reached .
pacha

oss

as other
cocaine
and mari-

tenor

ean
eanbhcue
in thecounty
have been traced to intravenous drug use, well
above the state rate of 8 percent, said Peggy Falk, director of the North Coast AIDS

Project.

Heroin is derived from poppy

fae tee poppymr,
plant is
sig grown mostly in develop-

- split open after the flower blooms

and the toxins from the bulb are
cultivated into opium, which can

then be made into heroin.

enforcelawgh
hou
AltMexican
for
arrests
ment officials make

Most tar heroin is smu

cultivating and transporting the

something
to do with changing

a

of AIDS —:

drug, smuggling is still widespread.
‘This is partly because Mexico

area, Grimes said.
Fanaa te eenelly megs
into the country by “mules,”or

people who are willing to transto offiport the drug, according
cialsat Immigration
and NatuServices in San Franralization
cisco. The drug is somewhat
easier tosmuggle
into the United
States because it can be transin bundles and balls called
uana
is harder to

does not have the drug enforcement resources the United States

does, Grimes said.

“I don’t think any country can
op
st it (the smuggling),” Grimes
said. “You) just have todo the best

gion ofthe country, Grimes said.

you can.”
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Presario 425

e 486SX 33 MHz upgradeable fo Pentium « 4 MB RAM
to 64 eMB
upgradeabl
e 270 MB Hard Drivee
Dual speed CD-ROM
drive e SVGA 14” Color

+ 4B6SX 25 Mite upgradectble fo DX2/66 e 4 MB RAM
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MB Hard Drive e Buill-in color
display ¢ Built-in 9600/2400
bps fax/modem with telephone answering ma‘chine e Security
features e In-

dustry-leading

Cash
$999
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chine e internal Sound Blaster 16-bit stereo sound card «
Microphone « Speakers « 200-watt power supply Industry-leading 3-year warranty « Technical support
holine vextely ofeoRwann canon tne sarap noe

3-year warranty

Sale
$1029

.28 dot pitch, interlaced display

Sale

‘$1689

|

Cash

$1639

o
s Offer only for Presari835.
° °Only wtrile supplielast

* Only wtie supplies
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HvuRRY (! OFFER
WHILE SUPPLIES
Monday - Thursday 7:45am - 6:00pm
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Prices are for students, staff, and faculty of Humboldt

Friday 7:45am - 5:00pm
Closed Saturday & Sunday

Phone: 826- - 5848

_
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te required. Cash Price includes cash or check.
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The rising demand of shark fins is
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reversing the stereotypical roles of
sharks and humans, turning the
predators of the sea into the hunted.

land the entire carcass, rather than tossing the shark
.

Holes said he, personally, has noticed a decline of
the once-common blue sharks between Catalina Island and the coast these last several years.
‘Van Sommeran stated 10 or 15 years ago blue
sharks
were everywhere.
Rede
eee oe epee De ened.
nent distribution centers in the shark fin trade,”

‘The hamaenee teed
by the demand fer

erie the Due chesk, ton 4 pags, ore tere of the shark upselns being allected

fins, which feteh a price ranging from 820 io $200 per pound.
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water reclas

at #

halts filtration plant constru
~

more effective natural filters
than previously thought.
ore the testing, the wells
were considered to be about 70
The Humboldt Bay Municipercent effective in particle repal Water District will not have
to construct a $15 million wa-, moval. The test results showed
the wells to be about 99.8 perter filtration plant on the Mad
cent effective.
River due to the reclassifica“The reason that it was
tion of drinking water in the
thought
to be so low was that
Arcata and Eureka area.
The reclassification decision, - there was no data available .
requested by the HBMWD, was

made by the California Department of Health Services, Division of Drinking Water. It was
based
on new water quality data
developed during a year of research and nor testing,
done as a part of the
nary phase of filtration plant

previously,” said Arthur Bolli,

the general manager of
HBMWD. “With an absence of
data and lack of any tests being
conducted
in the past, the maximum credit given for particle
removal is about 70 percent.
“Now, the new research on

the wells has shown them to be

The new data showed the
Ranney Wells, which draw water 60 to 80 feet below the bed

much more effective.”
The new data, coupled with
microscopic analysis of the
types of particles in the water,

of the Mad River, to be much

led to the conclusion Ranney

design.

tae

=

‘

on

of.

Well water is not directly influenced by surface water of the
Mad River and therefore not
t ns which
the regulatio
to jec
sub
would require building of a filtration plant.
.
This now sets the stage for

HBMWD to anticipate the new

Groundwater

Disinfection

Rule, being developed by the
Environment — Protection

ency.
The rule is expected to be
put into effect within the next
three years.

One of the improvements
HBMWD is exploring is the use
of ozone instead of chlorine as
the primary disinfecting agent
of drinking water.
“We are looking at it very
seriously right now,” Bolli said.
“Ozone is a more effective dis-

See Water, page 22
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{Genemayprovide

clues in gender puzzle

By Jackson Garland
One of the first questions
parents-to-be ask themselves
upon discovering a little
whipper-snapper will be
along in about nine months
is whether the child will be a
boy or a girl.
Once the child debuts, the
first statement from the
doctor’s mouth is “Congratulations, you are the proud
parents of a new baby (boy
or girl).”
Every so often, however,
there may be hesitation in
the doctor’s voice. The infant
it has a
may look as th
penis, but thereis little or no
scrotum to be found. Those

become testes and a

;
ovt
into a vagina and
As many as one in 1,000
babies are born with some
sort of gender ambiguity,
forcing parents to examine
how they should regard their
androgynous offspring and
contemplate whether their
child should be surgically
modified.
The gene sits on the X chromosome, the partner chromosome to the one which, in
males, is the basis of their
masculinity, the Y chromosome.
The gene’s activity is powerful enough to override the
influenceof the most famous
constituentof the Y chromosome, the gene for maleness,

called SRY.

The latest findings also

est there may be genes
for
eness
just as there
are genes for maleness,
larged clitoris.
Or, as new studies are which very likely help push
the newborn
has the the fetal gonads — which
have the potential
to become
’ either ovaries or testes — in

Or in any of over 70 developing
countries in Asia, Africa, Latin America,
or Central Europe. Your first job after

graduation
should offer more than just a
paycheck.
In the Peace Corps, you'll
broaden your world view and your
horizons for the future. You'll leam a new
language...
live in a different culture...
develop professional skills. ..and meet
challenges far greater than those you might

-|

be offered in a starting position in the U.S.
Peace Corps is looking for people
from many disciplines— education, health,
the environment, agriculture, community

ARCATA
EXCHANGE

RECRUITERS AT HSU NEXT WEEK!!
Setieconathon Twate:
Teesday
- Trersdey

September 27-29

10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

HSU Main Quad

Workshops:
Mon.: Sep. 26 & Wed., Sep. 28
$00 - 700 p.m., NHW 232
Career Developmen Cemer

SENIORS APPLY NOW!

Pot Lack:
Thu., Sep. 29 © 6:00-9:00 p.m.

Open invitation to all RPCVs and Applicants.
Pleane call 826-3342 for all details,

=|

Science in the Lumberjack
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Internet provides environmental info
leckeon

Garland
server for
The primary information

Donrnnen

n
the EPA and assistance
about matio
infor

in using the gopher server.

of the server, he or she
layout
epee the are of nro

Sas

to

LoThe menu option “EPA Information

cators” leads to

an

which

as well as access to an online
=
locator.
EPA

of the

options

chet

-

a

*

7

7

ee

eee

ionin- and “Internet Resources”
available
Some of the informat

——

Did you know that the Co-op is Humboldt County's only
consumer
owned grocery store? Co-op members
feel good
about supporting the community through their own
business. You don’t have to be a member to shop, however,
it’s easy to join. Come into the Arcata or Eureka Co-op and

we'll be happy
to talk with you about membership.

Joining the Co-op is the best socially
conscious, local investment
you can make!

RTHe

COAST

CAP
ao

tS

Everyone

Can Shop!

Everyone
Can

Join!

infectant than chlorine. It is more effective in killing
in the water and has less contact time.”
be more effective in disinfecting
ozone

chlorine wouldn't be phased out

water, Bolli

completely because it still contains necessary chemicals in the disinfection process.
The new disinfection method, coupled with the
planned renovation of HBMWD’s well pumping system,— keep HBMWD on top of the new groundwa®

e

ter

“The newrules, when implemented, won’t mandate
us as much as other systems who simply pump the
water without trea

it,” Bolli said. “We're just

trying to stay on top of the standards for new contami-

nants.”

The HBMWD serves the cities of Eureka, Arcata and

Blue Lake, as well as the McKinleyville, Manila,
and Humboldt Community Services Dis—
Cts.

Internet
© Continued
from page 21
the FTP server at “ftp.epa.gov” in the directory pub/

gopher.

The EPA also maintains a number of mailing lists via a
listserver. Some of the lists supported by this listserver are
ee

For a full listing of the mailing list available, send an eto “listserver@unixmail. rtpnc.epa.gov” and
mail
includein the body of the message the single word “lists.”

/

_

'

i,
*
9

;

4

Users can subscribe to a list by sending a message to the

address provided above and including in the body of the
message: “subscribe (listname) (first name)(last name).”
Where “listname” is, type the name of the mailing list, and
“first name” and “last name” are your respective names.

4
\

Not only is the world’ fastest Macintosif computer available at special low student prices,

but now it includes a student software set available only from Apple. For'a limited time, buy

a select Power Macintosti” and you get software that helps you through every sspect of writing
papers, a personal organizer/calendar created for your student lifestyle and the internet Com-

panion to help you tap into on-line research resources. Plus youl get ClarisWorks, an integrated

Friday 7:45am - 5:00pm

Closed Saturday & Sunday

Phone: 826 - 5648
eee
-

package with a word processor, database, spreadsheet and more. Buy a select Power Mac” with

CD-ROM, and you'll also get a multimedia library of ewential reference tools. Rt all comes with

Power Macintosh — the computer that grows with you from college to the professtonal
world. And now, with an Apple Computer Loan, it’ easier than ever to

own one. It's the power every student needs. The power to be your best’

Goce ce ne

e nga
ena

, Agphabostgn, Power ites and Power Macieocsb are tendie
innchemartsof apple Compaterinc
apple puter,tec. ChartéWorkes ts a registered trademark of Charts Corporesion,
marks of Com
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Capturing musi c with th e sound wizards
Eugene, Seattle or come back to

By Carrie Bell

- Humboldt County. Since money

was tight, I moved back near my

To Doug Shernock and Burt
Pectol, it’s what’s behind the
music which is important.
Pectol and Shernock own two
of three recording studios in the
area which are responsible for
producing the “audio dreams” of
several Humboldt County artists

and bands.
.
“Artists are terrific individuals
to work with,” said Shernock,
owner of Fickle Hill Recording,

which opened last November.
“I get to take a young group or
artist’s visions and make it a real
piece of listenable material,”
Shernock said. “Sometimes you
start with an artist whose vision
is undefined and you get to help

shape it into excellent music.”

Pectol, who opened Redwood
Creek Recording in 1976 under
the name Solar Tracks, became

interested in the engineering part
of music after touring with a rock
band for a year and a half.
“I was a musician using recording technology on the road.

I also spent lots of time in San
Francisco learning from other

|
|

|

i

,” Pectol. said. “There
was a guy who said he liked my

family. It tookme awhile, but the

dream got done anyhow.”
Pectol, who was born in the
University Annex when it was

hard-to-find cassettes or records.

just between Blue Lake and
Hoopa. His living room (which
doubles as a recording area) sits

around they are really fond of,
but can’t find on CD so we will

allowing the artists to watch the

about having this business is the
lack of serious musicians and
money to pay for his work.
“I obsessively made a studio —
that shouldn't have been here —
work,” Pectol said. “Barter was
the big savior during that period.
That’s why I have a house full of
art by local people.”
Shernock, who got his start in
music at 17 while playing in a
band, feels the competition is
there, but it is “friendly” and it
“doesn’t become an issue.”
“There is enough work to go

“The time depends a great deal

on how prepared the artist is
when they come in,” Shernock
said. “It can go fairly rapidly with

the technology that we have.”

To learn the trade, both suges or techni
gest attending colleg
s
cal school which offer degrees
in recording engineering. Although this is a good base, having a genuine interest in music is
also

beneficial,

Pectol

and

Shernock said.
“Unless you are a musician, it’s

hard to become an engineer,”
with
Pectol said, who has worked

bilities. Redwood Creek is get-

Durango 95, The Unseen and

ting a 32-channel mixer which

Small Fish. “I can teach the techcan’t teach abou:
nical side, buI t
the feeling or the struggle.”

studios make master tapes and

ge

finish a
band to

cost is between about $100 to
$200 for a CD.

cooperate with each other.”
Both studios have 24-track digital recording and mixing capa-

UE eSeEseESUEseGEs
Ae

because
deterio-

band, but Pectol said the average

around,” Shernock said. “We all

Fickle Hill has the ability to pro-

Pea Pee

said. “It is really useful
old vinyl and cassettes
rate fast.”
The time it takes to
recording varies from

fog roll in over Trinidad.
Pectol said the hardest thing

ment.
“It was either
open a studio in

fa) ean

make one for them,” Shernock

on a ridge with 20-foot windows

will allow total animation. Both

have tapes laying

“People

still a hospital, set up his studio

stuff. He said thatif I got a building, he'd provide all the equip-

eh

duce a single CD with its CD
recorder. Neither studio does
mass production.
Shernock said another use for
the CD recorder is preserving
audio from video tapes and from

Ci

Soe
SeoI and
Ree

HEATHER BOL

Doug Shernock, owner of Fickle Hill Recording, has ated

with several local bands, such as Uncut Dope and the Cellbates.
——-
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Ladysmith provides
a vision of Africa
into the wee hours every Sunday

By Justin Avelar

morning. They called themselves

“Cothoza Mfana,” or “tip - toes

Since 1970, Ladysmith Black

guys,” referring to their delicate
dance steps choreographed so as
to not disturb the camp security

lion records in Africa and abroad,
establishing the group as the No.
1 record-selling artist in Africa.
Ladysmith’s collaborative work
on the
with Paul Simon
further
has
album
and”
“Gracel
and
fame
assured the group’s
popularity around the globe.

guards.
When the miners returned to
their homelands, the music returned with them. Joseph

Mambazo has recorded 31 albums and sold more than 3 mil-

The traditional a cappella music sung by Ladysmith is called
“jsicathamiya.” It was born in the
mines

of South

Africa,

where

black workers were taken by rail
away from their homes and families.
Poorly housed and paid next to
nothing, the workers would entertain themselves after a sixday workweek by singing songs

Shabalala, the leader and founder
of Ladysmith Black Mambazo,

recruited members of his immediate family. The band name came
a result of winning every
as ut
abo
"singing competition in which the
group entered.
Ladysmith is the hometown of
the Shabalala family. Black makes
reference to black oxen, considered to be the strongest on the
farm. The Zulu word mambazo
refers to an axe — symbolic of the
group’s ability to “chop down”
the competition.
Ladysmith's first album release
in the United States, “Shaka
Zulu,” was produced by Paul

Simon and won the Grammy in
1987 for Best Traditional Folk
Recording. The group has recorded with numerous artists
around the world, including Julia
Fordham, The Wynans and
George Clinton.
The group is featured on a
Manu D'Bango album which also

A

Is best
Although hugely successful in Its homeland of South Africa, Ladysmith Black Mambazo
;
known in the United States for its work on Paul Simon’s “Graceland” album.
Shabalala stated. “You work all
the cultural emissaries of a nafeatures work by Peter Gabriel,
day, correcting the mistakes, ention in transition.
and recently recorded with Stevie
couraging the young ones to be
“To know ourselves, we must
Wonder for a new Motown reconfident in their action. And if
follow the footsteps of our anceslease.
An invitation to perform at the
tors,” Joseph Shabalala stated in they do not succeed | always
criticize myself. | am their
a press release.
recent Nobel Peace Prize certeacher. They are willing to learn.
These words refer specifically
emony for Nelson Mandela and
But it is up to me to see that they
to Shabalala’s dream of estabF.W. de Klerk has reinforced the
learn
;
view that the 10 members of lishing the first academy for the
ith
Black
Mambazo arinof
teaching and preservation
Ladysmith Black Mambazo are
yesterStates
United
the
rived in
digenous South African music
day from South Africa.
and the culture in the town of
“The band is very excited and
Colenso, South Africa.
about the new governhappy
nal
life in South Africa
Traditio
mentin South Africa,” said Mitch
is changing. Cable television,
Goldstein, assistant manager for
music videos and the ability to
Y¥d
the band, in a telephone intervote will take its toll on tradition;
last week. “They're working
view
it already has.
onalocal level in their communiShabalala’s appointment last
ties to get things going.”
year as associate professor of
After playing two shows this
Univerthe
at
y
ethnomusicolog
weekend
at HSU, the band will
taste
sity of Natal has given him a
then move on to Hawaii, Japan
of the life of a scholar.
and Australia.
“It’s just like performing,”

macis
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Doors open at 8 p.m.
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r Stone

his dark side
his true love Mallory at his side.
It is this that reminds viewers of
bad
ion
our television obsesswith
ian
news. It smacks of comed

water and forms a heart.
According to Wayne ' Gale.

(Robert Downey, Jr.), host of the

Denis Leary’s comment about his

hit crime show, “Americountry’s
can Maniacs,” Mickey and

generation being afraid to change
the channel for the next 20 years
because Lee Harvey Oswald got

ry then set out on “a candy

lane of murder,”
little way.

“Wherever we

taking out some
.

shot live one morning on na-

tional television.
“Natural Born Killers” makes

;

you laugh when you know you

seas, [ll ow youre looking at

‘the same ones," Mallory says to

her lover as she dances on top of

shouldn’t and think when you
know you should. For example,

ff
.

Mallory’s life in an incestuous
home was filmed as a '60s television sitcom, complete with a
laugh track when dear old Dad
orders Mallory upstairs to take a
shower.
The entire film is a bizarre
montage of film, using color,
black and white, computer ani-

After accidentally killing « Na

they go to get an antidote.

The ensuing trial shows how

most parts
and ed
ss
America
obse
d with
obsesse
are
world
of the
and
Mickey
sex and violence.
are a yhit. Fans dress up
Mallor
stand outside
ple
as the couand
signs that
waving
ouse
- the courth
.”
Mickey
say “Murder me,
Dangerfield) and her ignorant

mation, home video, television

footage and camera angles not

PHOTO COURTESY INTERSCOPE RECORDS

Woody Harrelson, left, and Juliette Lewis, right, play psycho
killers Mickey and Mallory in “Natural Born Killers.”
charismatic Mickey and Mallory

ing,” Mickey says with a smile

are. He brings in Gale to do his
once-in-a-lifetime, after-the-Super bow! interview with Mickey,

and a gleaming shaven head. “I'm
a natural born killer.”

After freeing Mallory’s brother

Tommy Lee Jones plays powerhungry prison warden Dwight

couple then takes a blood oath of
marriage overlooking a river,

who sees
hair and a Texan accent
just how media-powerful the

who says violence is his fate.

“(Murder) is my one true call-

Ariot ensues and Mickey takes
Gale and his TV crew hostage to
film his break - out of prison with

By Eric Souza

Cowboy Junkies, Snoop Doggy
Dogg, Bob Dylan, Dr. Dre, Jane's

Addiction, Leonard Cohen and
L7.

Since dialogue is lifted from
key points in the movie and ed-

mother (Edie McClurg).

from his troubled home life, the

27

McClusky, a man with strange

often seen in movies today.
The images are in typical Oliver
Stone fashion— strange and colorful lighting, satire and subliminal messages. It is difficult to
grasp everything the movie tries
to say in one sitting — it is too
easy to get lost in the pictures or

the crazily spliced-together

soundtrack.

Reznor creates a twisted sound collage for ‘Killers’

U

AFF

The 27 songs go back and forth
from depressingly moody to romantically cheesy.
Some people. may debate

It may seem strange to hear a

Patsy Cline song sandwiched by

Nine Inch Nails and Peter Gabriel,
ck
for “Natubut the new soundtra
works,
only
ral Born Killers” not
it flows.
Trent
Nine Inch Nails frontman
compithe
r
togethe
Reznor put
also,has tracks from
ion
latwhich

r ” by Jane's
is Violent
“Sexhe
whet

Addiction (known to Jane’s fans
Admit It”) is romanJustd,
as “Te
but it works
tic or
with the theme of the ultraviolent,

. sexually frustrated movie.
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‘ Batra Happy Hatf-H
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g
inMonks
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Nights

=”

ited into the tracks, the movie
should be seen first.
“Sweet Jane” is a beautiful
Velvet Underground song performed by Cowboy Junkies. It is
extended to include a conversa-

tion between Mickey and Mallory
about their love each other.

The star of the album is unquestionably Reznor, who pre-

sents three new Nine Inch Nails

songs to follow his band’s latest
release “The Downward Spiral.”
Perhaps Stone could have
picked a more conventional pro-

ducer for the soundtrack, but with

a twisted movie like this, who
could do it better than Reznor?

—
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Sonic Youth maintains its cult status
By Mark Smith
Sonic Youth's influence has
spread far and wide, from the
howls of the late Kurt Cobain to
the octane-charged crunch of
Mudhoney.
With its latest release, “Experi-

mental Jet Set, Trash and No

True enough. Noisy and droning, “Experimental” harks back

to its earlier, less accessible albums, like “Confusion is Sex.”
This is a definite change in direction considering the decidedly listenable “Goo” and “Dirty.”
Showing up in the mix are new
influences, ranging from Japa-

SO OIEPN

traverse the path of alternate
tunings, noise and melody. Althoughits popularity has steadily
increased since 1988's “Day-

jor label record we've done.”

nese noise rock (like the Boredoms) and other American bands
like Sebadoh and Pavement.
Sonic Youth, rather than stag-

ee

oe

Star,” Sonic Youth continues to

Butch
Vig is still on board as
chr
age
dom
slick sound. As
Stevewads
Shelley, ecaniietehie
Youth stated in a press release,
“It’s... the least commercial ma-

nate in the same old influences,
keeps both ears tuned — and it

St Si

shows.

Beginning

DE

Blues,”

an

with “Winner's
acoustic jam

(yes,

Sonic Youth has gone acoustic),
dream Nation,” Sonic Youth has
yet tosee the commercial success
“alternative” acts have enjoyed
since Nirvana's break in 1991.
“Experimental” will not be the
release to vault Sonic Youth from
major cult status to major com-

mercial success. It is doubtful
this revelation keeps Sonic Youth
up at night. There is certainly a
lack of a hit single, except perhaps “Bull in the Heather.” A
superb song, yet it won’t burn up
the airwaves.

Thurston Moore’s reverbed voice
sounds not unlike Exile on Main

Street-era Rolling Stones.
There’s

Moore’s

dismissal

of

self - promoting Riot Grrrls (“SelfObsessed and Sexxee”) with their
“magic marker on your belly button/all right.”
Kim Gordon, bass player and

clothing designer, normally highlights some of the best Sonic
Youth fare, like “Kool Thing.”
Somehow, Gordon
has managed
to latch onto a few bona fide

[THIS SATURDAY

An

PHOTO COURTESY CORRINE DAY

Sonic Youth before Kim Gordon’s and Thurston Moore's first child, which was reportedly born
last July to the squeals of feedback.
losers with “Bone” and “Quest
for the Cup.”

Ranaldo announced an impending solo project, which is some-

Lee Ranaldo’svoice
don, guitarist

Sonic Youth freaks may have

Dominated by Moore andGor-

thing worth looking for.

is mysteriously absent. In the to wait a while before another
press release for “Experimental,” record, considering Gordon's

evening

with

pe Tees dels a

Ea

Michael

Khan

Black
Mambazo

Kearns

with Swapan
Chauduri,
tabla

motherhood and clothing design
as well as Ranaldo’s solo album
and writing. In the meantime,
“Experimental Jet Set, Trash and

No Star” provides plenty to chew
on.
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movies
he life story of Shanon Mornhinweg is the stuff Hollywood
are made of. Just listen to the ring of the title:
g,ack
The Comeb
inwe
comebacks and wins a championship.

OK, so he’s not a kid. In fact, he’s 28-years-old.
e at heart. A few minutes
usyoung
becahe’s
with his down-to-earth

10 against Western Montana.
With the team trailing 14-0 late in the third quarter,
later,
Three
one
withy,
to tie the score. Finall
Jacks
for the’e
McGe
comeback win.
” assistant head coach Mike Mitchell said of the senior
“Shanon just makes the routine
done so throughout his career at
from San Jose. “He has that ability to make plays and has
institutions.
universities.
The Kid has enrolled in and played football at four different
Mornhinweg received a
1986,
in
School
High
from San Jose’s Oak Grove
After
na.
Montay
ofsit
from the Univer
brother ... I would go to his practice everyday after
older
Thad an
” said the transfer
4 grade, so I knew football when I was
at the end of last year.
school under current Green Bay

Poly San Luis Obispo where he redAfter a year in Montana, Mornhinweg transferred to Cal in his second year.
field
shirted his first year and didn’t see much action on the Luis Obispo last Saturday, where The
Ironically, the Lumberjacks battled the Mustangs in San

“Comeback Kid staged yet another

a.

come from behind vivesery “All this stuff — the ers—
, numb
). two years at Cal Poly, interviewsthe
below
After
Mornlsiaweg decided tose

can change real fast and
| know that.”
SHANG

HORPMUNWES
HSU quarterback

SS

said the speech communications

of

echocl,

“I started to

y felt hie life wee getting stagnant.

ss

go. The Comebeck

went

e.”
a hittle bit,” he said. “But then, I realized I needed a degre
all
footb
used
He
rd.
Haywa
back to school, this time at Cal State

stay in school and get a degree.

back to school. That's why I started football again,”

in me.”

It didn’t take long for head coach Fred Whitmire and
his coaching staff to believe in The Kid. After two superb
off the bench in the team’s first two
Mornhinweg a

at

The Lamberjack

thin H
Scholarships wi
provide more consistent
more
opportunities. As a result more
teams would have an opportu-

could

® Division Ii may
see ‘tuition and fee’

nity for success,” Lindemenn said.

scholarships.

have to
Does this
tes?
ps
athle
hi
its
rs
to
la
offer scho
no.
y,
er
is simpl
The answ
“This is a ceiling, not a floor. It
limits the top end,” Lindemenn
said.

By Steve Gress

scholarships
HSU,” Wells said. “On a national
:
level it reduces
the resources
available
to the
top 10 schools,
- which makes

Intramural Office

us. more competitive.”

and board, etc.).
“The intent of
appears to do
Lindemenn said.

However,
Lindemenn is

z
the legislation
two things,”
“First it is to

out the decdsion for HSU

“This is a ceiling,
not a floor. it
limits the top
CHUCK LINDEMENN
HSU athletic director

offering scholarships could ques

on whether or not the other members of the Northern California
Athletic Conference decide to
offer scholarships
in their pro-

programs that weren't previously

funded.

grams.

, it would level the
playing field and institutions

Flag Football Tournament

“We are very interested
in be-

Sidelines Sports Bar

Championship Game
14
NBK
FLAB
6
Congratulations, NBK!
Thanks to all participants

Super Teams
Tournament

Nov. 5, 6
Entry deadline:
First eight teams to sign up.
Cost: $20 forfeit fee

For more info come by FC 151

-or call 826-6011.

glass

Bud & Henry’s
Anchor Steam

ee

75¢

$1.25
ed

erating income

i

depend heavily

eo

pitcher

pint
$1.50
$2.25
es Ree

SPECEAES

Bie

$3.50
$5.50

Bakersfield,”
Lindemenn
said. “They
have had great
successin gen(and) generating community
for its
scholarship

«= PFO grams.

What Bakersit can genthat
is
field has found
erate community support for its
can’t genwhere ithips
scholars
for
support
ty
communi
erate

other expenses.”
Lindemenn believes that will

be the case at HSU if a scholarmed.
introduc
ship proisgra
“We're in a similar situation,”
Lindemenn said. “It’s easy for
someone in the community to
support a young man or woman.
It’s difficult to get that same individual to support the purchaseof
. §as0-

21,1906

. 394

Volleyball tournament a ‘classic’
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large

the flame out for HSU, whocame
back in the second set to win 16-

14, but lost the match, as
Willamette took the next two

CK
HUNG P. TSAI / LUMBERJASTAFF

sponses

team.
to the all-tournament

“

Senior Laura Champ received
nt
her second all-tournameteam
sur,
the
but
son
sea
honorof the

[eal

esocoesos

WH
QARATN

seoeoocos

have
may nt
prise of the tourname
been junior Erin Mutch, who was
named to her first all-tournament
= in her three-year career at

Next year the Snapple Red-

wood Classic is bound to be the

t
for HSU.
home highligh
“This tournament was great

for HSU. I've gotten positive re-

from coaches who
the tourname
wasnt
run

very well. I think it is something

that will be a tradition here,”
Raddish said.

“I'm particularly impressed

with the caliber of the teams,”
Sheila
can
head coach
said Domini
Somers. “They did a nice job. Itis
destined ‘to happen again next
year.
play this
HSU starts conference
UC Santa Cruz,
weekend
and UC Davis.
CSU Hayward

Marino 4 Chuly

minute.

“We are going to get better,”
meets and
Wells said.
through practice the team will |
respond.”

HSU’s next meet will be Oct. 1,

rd Invird
Stanfo
fo
for the
in Stan

“Don't miss the party!”

Thursday Night Party
9 p.m. - midnight

Beer Special !!
Henry’s & Henry's Dark

75¢aglass.

$3.50 a pitcher

Frosted Cocktails !!

Pifia Coladas @ Margaritas @ Strawberry Daquiris
Nutty Monkeys @ Raspberry Daquiris © Watermelon Freezes

Almond Joys @ Hurricanes © Blackberry Daquiris

Friday Night Special

Saturday Night Special

1/2 liter Alabama Slammers

4% Buabler

$3.25
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HOU Volleyball: Sept. 14, ve. $0. Oregon state

Late Night Happy Hour!
9 p.m. - midnight

Soon ~ Marino's Logo Pint
Glass & T-Shirt Giveaways !
965 9th St. Arcata 622-2302
No one under 21! Please Don't Drink & Drive !!!

—
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20% OFF
cosmetic blems « functionally perfect

Hexcentrics » Copper/Steel Nuts
Carabiners ° Nuts

good vision and sees things

Bright Finish Oval & D's from OMEGA,
plus Black Diamond Carabiners

~~""~

from $4.36

quickly and can get the ball to the
open receivers.”
Maybeit’s confidence or know!edge of the game. Maybe it’s his
older age. There's a. certain mystique about him. He just makes

ON SALE!
Mammut

” Reg. SALE (168R)
10mm

$1390 $99

10.5mm

$135 $109

10.5mm<(dry) sie0 $129
1imm

sias $119

1immi(dry)

175 $145
been on top and I've been on the
bottom.

out

ane

cou tales

locker room

the West-

ern Montana game,

Kid saw

something
that may have sparked
the second half comeback.
“I remember
we were

out at halftime
I looked

— there are

trees

in the stands,

eae

hands up in
greati,’

could

and oa

wee

Ths

at work right

now, instead I get 60 go out and

tke fe-yearcld
hid will continue to go out and play the
he will write an

to the movie that would make
even Hollywood envious.
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Don’t forget...
Philip's offers

,

In My Back Yard — and it reminds
—, Not Y
is called NIMB
us everyday that many people are selfish and scared inside, no matter

what they say and do onthe outside. -

People think by placing a methadone clinic on Harris Street,
d to the area. These same —
tly
be attracte
dswill instan
of addicts
hundre

es
mec

ee

people refuse to see the addicts are already here and need help.

Methadone is the cleanest and most cost-effective option we have

An

ee

ae

tit 2

aes

bs
es

o

ea

8

3

ae
ata

fia

og

be

gad

<a.

thy Si Sch
Stat

one

today to deal with heroin addicts. It is a derivative of opium which

satisfies an addict’s craving for heroin and prevents withdrawal
symptoms without getting the user “high.”

Methadone programs are heavily regulated by many agencies,

Letter ‘forgot’ to mention Riggs was check bouncer

t and Drug Programs, the
Alcohol
state Departofmen
includtheing

Drug Enforcement Agency and the Food and Drug Administration.
The county has no money to lose in this clinic because it would be
_a privately owned and operated program. Clients use insurance or
their own pocket money to pay for treatment. Methadone treatment

After reading Wendy. Smestad’s letter
last week in praise of Frank Riggs, | must
say I felt obliged to respond. Ms. Smestad

seems to have forgotten that after starting the investigation to crack down on

costs approximately $200 a month, rather than the almost $200-a-day

congressional

corruption, Frank Riggs

was found to be a check bouncing
himself
House Bank scanse

gh money to
injob, is to get enou
on herotheir
~ “When peoplenext are.
addicts to work at a job and
fix. sthadone allows
_ supply their

In contrast to his predecessor, Dan

d of AIDS among drug
spreas
thece
it is taken orally, it redu
as addicts no longer have to

has been working hard to resolve issues that really matter to his constituents. From introducing the Headwaters Forest Act to developing Humboldt

- sisers. It even results in a.drop in crime

~* Due to citizen unt a a methadone clinic, once given the.go-ahead
; by the Board of Supervisors is now on hold. The citizens of Humboldt

Every election year it gets worse: Candi-

dates do nothing but mudsling and run

| seven- to eight-figure dollar campaigns.

The once multiparty system has turned
into a one-party, two-name system.

Alexander Hamilton said in “The Feder-

alist,” (No. 68), “a moral certainty” and
i

inted
less than representative of whom it governs. Of the 17 appo

members, 12 are white, one is African American, two are Latino and

one is Asian American. Only three are women.
of repreThe California State Student Association realized this sort

sentation as lacking, especially in this time of tightening budgets. As
a result, Assembly Bill 2113 was formed.

board. It
The bill would restructure the appointment process of the

has been trying to preserve natural resources while developing a broad economic base to create jobs in this district.
Dan Hamburg definitely deserves our

support, and I urge anyone who has not
yet done so to register and vote for Dan
Hamburg in the November election so he

can continue to make Humboldt County a

better place to live.

junior, business administration

Election system lacks options for voters

County need to realize a methadone clinicis not something to fear, but

Bill would restructure board
of trustees in students’ favor

Hamburg
Mr. al
port, ci
Bay into a commer

“requisi ite qualifications” should be the

| basis for choice of elected officials and
their “talents for low intrigue,

and the

be of” no
rity
should
little arts of popula
.
matter.
er to
regist
you
As election time nears,
the
for
teOct. 10), and you look
vo(by
candidates that will best represent you.
Keep in mind that voting the lesser of the

the Green

Party choices. Greens. offer

candidates that are true to the people.

Green candidates run grass-roots cam-

and offer alternatives to the main-

stream muck. The Greens are still growing, and though Green candidates may
not win on state and national levels, you

can still cast a true-to-the-heart vote and

send a message that the same old song is
getting
work on campaigns of real substance, on

election reforms and go out and vote for

candidates who really represent them,
there will be no change!
So from our local to state and national

races, learn more about independents
and third-party choices.

nor as
12, and would require two students be appointed by the gover
sentawell. The students would be chosen from a list of student repre

society and inside yourself. There are many
options to the same old Republican candidates. In Humboldt County, independent
and third-party options exist, including

by the
The bill would also require one member to be appointed
il. On all
Academic Senate and one member by the CSU Alumni Counc

Article gave Gov. Wilson more credit than merited

tives drawn from all the universities.

|

with
other trustee nominees, the governor would be required to ; meet
committee.

. All

tees would have to be approved by the state Senate.

The bill would also

remor the chancellor as a member of the board

of trustees due to conflict of interest.
interest
The board will no longer consist of people with little or no
this

inputon the board will be increased with

factors in budget cucs and fee increases — but this
Gov.
and now awaits

choose not to sign it, he will be
choose
d he n.
Shoulio
on educat

se t
in studen
about the increa
this year, (The
Aug. 31), your Campus Editor Teresa Mills
gave Gov. Pete Wilson far too much credit.
It was, in fact, the Assembly and not the
ae in stugovernor which added
t
. It was the
In writing

E

to
would reduce the number of members appointed by the governor

Zech Weber

—

ouses
senior, poli. sci./ religistudi
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SALE

WORD PROCESSOR: Smith
Corona PWP7oo0LT with printer.
$300. Excellent condition ($650
new) Call 826-4343.
DRINK THE PURE DRINK.
MultiPure water fitters available.
Contact Matthew at 826-3551.

LOVE SEAT. Tan floral velvet.
Cleaned. $100 0.b.0. 822-4118.

THRILLS
ALL NEW! "FRACTAL HEAD'S
ROCKET RIDE TO UPPER
LIMBO” showing nowat The Time
Machine Video Theatre, 854 9th
St. Journeysat 1,2,3,4 & 5 Tuesday
through Saturdays. Closed Sun.
and Mon. Admission $3.

RENT

ay Tn ee?

EON
LARGE HOUSE AVAILABLCall
or sale.
US
for rent
CAMP

822-4396.

SERVICES GOT THE RENTAL BLUES? Find
out how you can own your own
home while you're still in school.
Call Linda Eckert, 822-5971, at
Coldwell Banker Sellers Realty10s
FOR ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS,
Word
Street
Henderson

Processing, call 443-6128.

11/16

WANTED
SAIL INSTRUCTOR

part time to

BICYCLE ENTHUSIASTS come
to the Cycle Leaming Centré, all
the tools you can use for $5! Across
from the Depot. Open five days a

handwritten résumé to P.O. Box
885, Arc., 95521. 443-5157. wae

PERSONALS
Lumberjack Classifieds Work!
Call 826-3259 or
go to the
University Ticket Office,
Nelson Hall East
to place your ad.
Special Student Rates!

ADVERTISE

ee

HUMBOLDT ANTHROPOLOGICAL
SOCIETY. All are welcome. Learn
about the strange and wonderful
anthropology!
of
world
Refreshments will be served!
Thursdays 5 p.m. HGH 117.
INTA/RELIGIOUS SCIENCE
ADVENTURES
SPIRITUAL
FELLOWSHIP forming. Unity also
invited. Workshops, circles,
discussion. Questions? Call
Dwight at 822-4118 or Patrick at
443-5743.

teach classes and rent sailboats

and kayaks. Please send one page

NOTICES

eel

yaseciieha
AUTOMOTIVE
The
.
Lumberjack
is printed
on recycled

paper

ADVERTISE

Lumberjack ads —
get their points across

ADVERTISE

ADVERTISE
Bohemia

Construction
|

Co

Cold Weather Is Coming
Is Your Car Ready?
Cooling System Special $42.50
We flush and recycle your coolant,

COMPUTER.
SYSTEMS
661
G St reet Arcata
1

800

775

$13 J Street (two doors north of Cafe Mokka)

=

ren

on

é

a

li

) will startat 7

a.m

Check-in starts at9 a.m. and
a 1-mile children’s run
9:30 a.m. The start
and

'h30 pm No
cover
and 2] and

be

at
are

finsh

at St. Mary's school. There will

be live music, child care,

with host Dr. Ross will be held at
9:30 p.m. 21 and over are welcome. More informationis available at 822-4766.

EtCetesm

_

°° “Between
Werld and
The Engaging Art of

Ealstoas” « ther al artotck
by 70 students in grades kinderthrough fifth, is on ext in the Reese Bullen Gallery. More information
is availableat 822-1580or 826-3624.

Thureday 22
Music
_* Gidies show will start at 8

- p.m. at Club West. No cover ‘til

9 p.m. and then it’s $1. 21 and
- @¥ér are welcome. More information is available
at 444-CLUB.

© Primal Droke aw

96.3 at Club West. 18 and
over are welcome. Doors

at

9 p.m. Admission is $3 for 21

and over and $10 for under 21.
More informationis available at
444-CLUB.
° Thed Beckman & His

Band will play at

the J
at 9:30 p.m. 21
and over are welcome. More information is available at 8224766.

¢ John Diez & The Ban-

@its will perform at the North
Coast Bar & Grill in Arcata. $2
Cover. More information
is available at 826-5921.
.

° Maskibition
9: Last day to
enter a
mask
to be
exhibited in October. Ship or

hand-deliver
to The Ink People

Art of

Re

pool. Ad-

mission is $1.50 for those under

passes available.
More informa-

race.

for children will be
held at the HSU Natural History
Museum. Admission is
$7 general and $5

Et Cetera
°

Westerners

re

Dence Clab will hold a
°
fast to celebrate its 25th anniver-

members.

Workshop
is from

sary from 8 to 11 a.m. at the
Bayside Grange. Breakfast: in-

10 to 11:30 a.m.

for ages 4 to kinand from

cludes pancakes, eggs, coffee and

juice. Admission is $3 a person.
More informationis available at
839-2383, 822-1430 or 4427888.

11:45 a.m. to 1:15 p.m. for grades

adult from 2 to 4 p.m. at the HSU

ay 24

freshments and insurance. More information is
available at 839-8296.

"a

° Berteal garden orients
tien end week day for CCAT

House 97. More informationis
available
at 826-3551.

Entry fee is $5

which pays for prizes,re-

1 to 3. More information
is available at 826-4479.

will be held from 1 to 4 p.m. in

30 minutes before the

tion is available
at 445-6965.

for

°

will be offered for ages 10 to

faly
ond owe

gnest wil

be held from 11 a.m.

Admis-

to 7 p.m. at Redwood Acres in

sion is $7 general and $5 for

Eureka. There will be an auction
at 4 p.m. More information is
available at 442-3520.

Natural History Museum.

members. More information is

-¢

“Between

po

Pomel

Werld

and

a peed

the Reese Bullen Gallery. See
Wednesday
21.

act Monday26
Music

° Thad Beckmen
will per-

form an acoustic
music set at

_ the Jambalaya
at 9:30 p.m. 21
and over are welcome. More
information
is available at 822-

perform at the Westerners
versary party at the Loleta
Fireman's Pavilion. Squares

re
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BOLD
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ew.
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ston of Psychological
Abstracts.
Meet at the information
deskat 1

open groups
will open - p.m. in the library. More infor-

18 and $2 for adults. Various

Et Cetera

eneual

Beach Park frontage
road.
for
expert, public and

be held from 1 to 3 p.m. at Col-

lege
of the

rial session on
to
search electronic
business sources.

Glam Beach Criterium will
be held at 8 a.m. on the Clam

° Recreational
swim will

be on exhibitin
the Reese Bullen Gallery. See

Wednesday
21.

Sporte

insurance. More informationis
available
at 839-8296.
—_

at 411 12th St., Eureka. More

Tey: The

under 21. More information is
available at 444-CLUB.

° Acoustic talent night

a.m. Entry fee is $S which pays
for support, refreshments and

information
is available at 442will perform traditional
~ music at the Hotel Arcata at — 8413.
° “Between Werld and
8:30 p.m. More information is
available
at 826-0217.

$4 for 21 and over and $5 for fre

water and snacks. More informa- - with host Deug V. will be held
at the Jambalaya at 9:30 p.m. 21
tion is available
at 822-7005.
and over are welcome.
More in° Kneeland Hill Climb
will start at 8 formation is available at 822a.m. Registration opens at.7:30
4766.

° “All About

_Et Cetera

will
be held
at Club West at 9 p.m. 18 and
over are welcome. Admission is

OS

ba mel
.

aut

oe
—

CY:
RAVu

e

Es

mation is available at 826-3418.

* Deadline
to add or drop
Glasses without serious. and
compelling reason, department

chair signature
and the $10 percourse fee. To do either, fill out
the correct form and go to Admissions
and Records in Siemens
Hall. More information is available at 826-4402.

Tuesday 27
Music
® ee

with

oe

aoe

guest

Don

Caties ef Mack Uhere will
perform at Club West. Massawa
will open. Doors open at 8 p.m.
and show is at 8:30 p.m. All ages.
Tickets are $18 in advance and
$20 at the door. More information
is available
at 444-CLUB. -

* The Jazz Monks will per-

form at the Jambalaya
at 9:30

p-m. 21 and over are welcome.

More information
is available at
822-4766.
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822-7602

BIG S CREEN
SPORTS
SPECIAL

710 BEERS ON TAP

(Monday Nights)

Large One Topping Pizza

$9.95+tax
‘$1 Off Pitcher
Beer or Soda

During Games

Expires

$6.99
e "FREE" SOFT DRINK

e PASTA BAR
e SALAD BAR

BREAD
HERBIC
° GARL

es
&He

rata 822-1

EE vi
Te
:
es
mee ie
8

.

5-9 p.m. Nightly _

rie a

& H ¢ Arcata- 822-7602

DINNER BUF

© GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE ©

wg

6th & H ° Arcata.

